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Iran’s Energy Policy
Current Dilemmas and Perspective
For a Sustainable Energy Policy*
Abstract
Iran is facing large challenges in the area of energy policy. In order to illuminate these
challenges and the problems and possibilities they present, first I will analyze the current
energy consumption patterns in Iran as well as the energy policy of the Iranian government –
including its atomic energy programs. Based on this analysis, I will then formulate alternative
concepts for Iran’s future energy and national security policy.
The increase in energy usage in Iran is distinctly out of proportion with the development of
economic productivity. Negative structural characteristics of this system are: first, an aboveaverage energy intensity; second, an increase in energy consumption in the traffic sector;
third, a high growth rate in the use of electric energy; and lastly, an above-average amount of
stress to the environment. Traditionally, Iran’s energy policy has focused on satisfying the
growing demand for energy by oil and, in the last fifteen years, by successively expanding
natural gas. However, the further development of the natural gas supply only makes sense
within the context of a holistic energy policy which takes into account the principles of
sustainable development. In the short term, such a policy would take advantage of both
considerable energy-saving techniques, as well as potential renewable energy sources. In
the long term, such a policy would strive for the complete transfer to renewable energy
sources and technology. The atomic energy program is not a good answer to the future
energy needs of Iran, and better solutions should be envisaged for Iran’s legitimate security
concerns.
The keywords for Iran’s energy policy are: uncontrolled energy consumption; and a holistic
and sustainable energy policy.
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1.

Structural Features and Peculiarities of the Energy Consumption
Pattern in Iran

The thesis below deals less with examining the trends related to Iran’s general energy supply
according to the production and consumption of various types of energy in a variety of
sectors. Instead, it shall focus on presenting a critical analysis of the specific features of the
energy consumption pattern in Iran and on disclosing the potential far-reaching structural
problems for the future. Whilst the empirical data that has now been made available does not
suffice for the purposes of making detailed appraisals, it nevertheless provides a solid
foundation for describing the energy political fundamental structures prevalent in the country.
Rapid Growth in Consumption and High Energy Intensity
Energy consumption in Iran has risen almost eight-fold over the past thirty years, from
around 90 million barrels oil equivalent (mboe) in 1971 to over 700 mboe in 2001. In the
same period, the annual energy consumption growth rate was estimated to be 7.8%.1 This
rapid increase in consumption is by no means the result of an ongoing industrialization
process and an increase in the performance of Iran’s economy. This trend rather reflects two
intensifying structural problems: Firstly, the level of energy consumption in non-productive
sectors has rocketed. Secondly, the energy intensity in every social sector has spited the
global trend and risen dramatically. Both of these peculiarities will be discussed in greater
detail below.
As can be seen in Tab. 1, in a 25-year period, the rise in the consumption of energy in
households and commerce amounted to 558%; in the transportation sector it was 353%; in
industry 385%2, and in the agricultural sector – where the level is extremely low – it was
254%. There is also clear evidence of a shift in energy consumption from the productive
sectors of industry and agriculture to the non-productive sectors of households and
commerce as well as transportation. In 2000, the share of these sectors in energy
consumption amounted to 62.8% and was therefore significantly greater than the 39.3%
recorded in 1976. Iran’s energy consumption pattern is unquestionably unsustainable and
typical of consumption-oriented, highly populated, oil-producing countries with low
productivity.3

1
2

3

Cf. also Assali, Mehdi, 2003: 53f.
However, this increase is rather optimistic and partly the result of the statistics having been
adjusted (see explanations on the “Others” category in Table 1.
During his inaugural address at the Fourth National Energy Conference in Teheran in May 2003,
acting Iranian energy minister, Habiballah Bitaraf, openly criticized this non-sustainable
consumption pattern. Cf. also Bitaraf, 2003: 6.
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Tab. 1:

Structural Changes in Iran’s Energy Consumption

Final Energy
Consumption/
Year
Households and
Commerce

1976

1991

2000

mboe*

%

mboe

%

mboe

%

50.570

20.7

134.400

30.9

282.360

40.0

Industry

49.400

20.2

125.600

28.9

190.320

27.0

Transportation

45.400

18.6

102.400

23.6

160.510

22.8

9.760

4.0

31.350

7.2

24.820

3.5

89.300**

36.5

40.850

9.4

47.270

6.7

100.0

434.600

100.0

705.280

100.0

Agriculture
Others
Total

244.430

* mboe = million barrels oil equivalent
** The sources do not reveal details of the exact composition of this category. It is most likely that the
country’s own consumption was initially allocated to this category and subsequently to the industrial
sector. Accordingly, industry in 1976 should be apportioned a significantly higher percentage. This
means that the shift in consumption from industry to households and commerce was even greater
than the table would suggest.
Source: Own calculations based on data provided by the Institute of International Energy Studies,
2001.

The following Fig. 1 illustrates that, in the time from 1986−1995, productivity in Iranian
industry and the country’s entire economy only grew slightly, whilst the primary energy
consumption soared.

Fig. 1 Development of Work Productivity and
the Primary Energy Consumption in Iran
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Sources: For work productivity, see Confederation of Iranian Industry (ed.), 2002: p. 10−11 (Tahawolate
Sakhtarie-e Eghtessady-e Iran (Structural Changes in Iran’s Economy), Teheran). For
primary energy consumption, cf. Fig. 5.
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A typical feature of this non-sustainable energy consumption pattern is the extreme
inefficiency in terms of energy utilization. Whilst the energy intensity (= energy consumption
in monetary value/gross domestic product GDP) has fallen significantly over the past 3
decades worldwide – in the years between 1981 and 2000, for example, by 93.6% in Japan;
64.2% in China; 63.3% in France; and even 27.8% in the USA − it rose dramatically in Iran:
in the years between 1976-2001 from approx. 5% to 14%, i.e. by 280%.4 Whilst energy
consumption worldwide has since detached itself from economic growth and is growing at a
slower rate than the economy, energy consumption in Iran is rising significantly faster than
the gross domestic product. Fig. 2 exemplifies this negative feature in Iran’s energy
consumption pattern.

Fig. 2 Development of Energy Intensity
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* Iran: 1976−2001
Source: Stiftung Entwicklung und Frieden [Foundation for Development and Peace] (editor), 2001:
312; Omidkhah, 2003: 62.

This implies that Iran has a considerable energy savings capacity potential and that, if such
energy services as light, heat, and power were to be made available to the consumers, in
principle a fraction of the currently used primary energy would suffice. If the present energy
intensity were to be lowered to its level of 1976, for example, the current primary energy
demand could be reduced by two thirds without less useful energy being available to the
4

Omidkhah, 2003: 62.
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consumers as a result. However, since it is highly likely that Iran did not make optimum use
of its primary energy in 1976, it would not be too unrealistic to presume that only a sixth or an
eighth of the primary energy utilized in 2001 would have sufficed to make the actually used
energy services available: 84−88% less primary energy without a loss in prosperity. More
details on this issue are provided in Chapter 3.
Expanding Transportation Sector
As shown above, Iran’s energy consumption in the sectors of households and commerce as
well as in transportation has risen to an over proportional degree. Whilst the percentage of
energy consumed by the transportation sector is significantly lower than that of households
and commerce, the transportation sector is of key importance to Iran’s current and future
energy policy on account of the following three reasons: firstly, because transportation
systems are very cumbersome and structures related to them can only be changed long-term
and at considerable cost to the national economy; secondly, because the transportation
sector in Iran is the main cause of environmental damage, above all in the conurbations; and,
thirdly, because the transportation sector is the largest oil consumption sector, accounting for
approx. 40% (compared to industry with 15%) and therefore impacts Iran’s oil export capacity
and the oil revenue, a source of fundamental importance to the national budget, in proportion
to the expansion of the transportation sector.
At the same time, both the transportation sector and its energy consumption have indeed
expanded. In 1967, energy consumption in this sector amounted to 12.5 mboe in total
(16.8% of the final energy consumption).5 As can be seen in Table 1, it amounted to 45.40
mboe (18%) in 1976; 102.40 mboe (23.6%) in 1991, and 16,051 mboe (22.8%) in 2001.
Above all, this development is due to the growth in motorized transportation, especially
where private transportation is concerned. According to the Iran Statistical Yearbook, the
number of all types of newly registered vehicles rose between 1986 and 2001 from 102,580
to 415,984, whereby the number of passenger cars increased from 39,448 to 271,886 and
the number of motorbikes from 29,191 to 124,351. Public transportation rose at a slower
rate. The number of newly registered buses in the same period increased from 1,735 to
2,689; minibuses fell from 2,479 to 1,306.6
The entire inventory of vehicles rose from 1.6 million in 1990 to approx. 3 million today. Half
of this figure is attributable to the capital, Teheran.7 The traits of Iran’s vehicle fleet are great
age, high fuel consumption and high pollution emissions. Iran evidently has decided to give
priority to extending its road traffic. The asphalt road network for long-distance traffic was
extended over a two-decade period up to 1998 to cover over 70,000 km whilst the country’s
rail network currently spans a mere 6,300 km.8

5
6
7

8

Assali, 2003: 55.
Iran Statistical Yearbook, March 2000−2001.
At the request of the author, this data was furnished by Karl Otto Schallaböck of the Wuppertal
Institute for Climate, Environment and Energy.
Iran Statistical Yearbook, March 1998−March 1999, Teheran.
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Electrical Energy with especially high Growth Rates
Between 1967 and 2000, the consumption of electricity in Iran rose from 2,220 GWh to
approx. 100,000 GWh, thereby increasing about 45-fold.9 To achieve this, power plant
capacity was hastily extended from approx. 1,000 MW to 31,000 MW. The annual growth
rate for electricity production in the same period was recorded at 12.78%.10 Given these
especially high growth rates, the share of electricity consumption in final energy consumption
also rose from 3.5% to 8.6% in the period 1976-2000, as can be seen in Table 2.

Tab. 2:

Share of Electricity in Final Energy Consumption

Final Energy
Consumptio
n/
Year
Electricity

Total

1976

1991

mboe*

%

mboe

2000
%

mboe

%

8.623

3.5

31.553

7.3

61,000

8.6

244.431

100.0

434.599

100.0

705.277

100.0

* mboe = million barrels oil equivalent
Source: Institute of International Energy Studies, 2001

The main electricity consumer is not − as one might expect − the industry sector but
households and commerce. The inefficient and consumption-oriented energy consumption
pattern is also clearly reflected in the change in the electricity consumption structure. While
industry accounted for 58% in 1976 and households and commerce 40% of all electricity
consumption, the main emphasis for electricity consumption had shifted by the year 2000
from industry, which accounted for only 35% of all electricity consumption, to households and
commerce which meanwhile account for 54% (Fig. 3). This development is, above all, due to
the use of household appliances and refrigeration units which are high consumers of
electricity and whose number has risen dramatically in the cities in the service sector, in
households, and among people in the upper income brackets.

9
10

Ministry of Energy, 2002.
Assali, 2003: 55.
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2001.

Environmental Impact
Burning fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal), on the one hand, produces greenhouse gases such as
CO2 and CH4 which have an impact on the global climate, and, on the other hand, also
environmental pollutants that severely impair people’s health. CO2 is the most important
greenhouse gas. In order to avert climatic catastrophes with unforeseeable consequences
for mankind, the world’s greenhouse gas emissions would need to be drastically lowered and
reduced to zero towards the end of the 21st century. In the long term, this would imply
completely replacing fossil energies by other energy forms, especially renewable energy
sources. In Iran, approx. 364 million tons of CO2 emissions were produced in 1994. The per
capita quantity of emissions amounted to 5.69 tons11 and sank to 4.59 tons in the year
2000.12 Accordingly, a significantly higher amount of CO2 emissions is produced in Iran than
the global average, and many more times the per capita emissions amounts in India, Brazil,
and China.

11
12

Abbaspour, 2002: 39f.
Cf. also Shafipour-e Moflagh, 2003: 89. The reduction in CO2 emissions in Iran between 1994−
2000 appears to contradict the fact that fossil-based primary energy consumption rose in the same
period. However, this development is also conceivable since, in the same time, oil was replaced to
a very high degree by natural gas which releases fewer quantities of CO2.
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Fig. 4 Carbon Dioxide Emissions per Inhabitant 1998
in Tons/Inhabitants
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Source: Stiftung Entwicklung und Frieden [Foundation for Development and Peace], 2001: 1998.

Other pollutants such as sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (Cm Hn),
heavy metals (Cd, Pb, Hg), and dust which also emerge through the burning of fossil energy
sources are the cause of significant damage to people’s health, above all in conurbations,
and consequently of high external costs for the national economy. The largest portion of
noxious pollutants in Teheran is produced by the 1.5 million vehicles in the transportation
sector.

2.

The Causes of Iran’s Energy Policy Dilemmas

The energy consumption pattern that has emerged over the past four decades is extremely
inefficient, as has been discussed above, contributes towards the excessive consumption of
scarce fossil reserves in the country, and generates enormous quantities of pollutants and
climatic gases which dramatically impair both people’s health and the environment. This
estimation, which is not even disputed in Iran itself13, begs the question as to how such
consumption pattern conditions and energy political guidelines, as have been followed by
Iran to date, could have emerged. However, a distinction needs to be made between
conditions such as how the demographics react to the energy policy and the causes for
which politics itself should answer. Below, the most important causes of Iran’s misguided
energy policy developments will be analyzed.

13

The Iranian Minister for Energy, Habibola Bitaraf, expressly regrets that “in the past, energy
consumption in our country was linked to high growth rates“. Bitaraf, 2003: 6.
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Growth in Population and Urbanization
For all developmental societies, i.e. also for Iran, there are two typical causes of growing
energy consumption: firstly, the growth in population and, secondly, urbanization. Whilst the
size of Iran’s population has risen from 19 million in 1956, when Iran first held a census, to
approx. 64.5 million in 2001 – in other words, the population has increased almost three-fold
in the last half century – the determining factor for the country’s over-proportional growth in
energy consumption has been the accelerated urbanization process. While only 31% of the
Iranian population lived in the cities in 1956, this percentage rose to 46% in 1976 and almost
65% in 2001. In 1986, there were 41 major cities with a population of more than 100,000
inhabitants. Ten years later (1996), 59 cities registered populations of more than 100,000.14
This almost tripling of the population in conjunction with a rapid urbanization process and
rising prosperity15 go some way to explaining the over-proportional growth in energy
consumption. Responsibility for the misguided developments in energy policy must be borne
to a great extent by the political structures.
High Subsidization of Energy Consumption and Lack of Coordination on Energy
Policy
Energy consumption in Iran is heavily subsidized. Fuel required for the transportation sector,
gas and electricity for households and commerce as well as for industry and agriculture, in
other words, the country’s entire energy consumption, is subsidized from top to bottom. In
the budget year 1381 (21.03.2002−20.03.2003), approx. 13 billion US dollars were
apportioned for energy subsidies. They devour the lion’s share of oil revenue, which between
1977 and 2001 stood at between 10 and 24 billion US dollars per annum. Energy subsidies
are counterproductive in every respect, since they

-

represent an effective incentive for wasteful consumption and accelerate the depletion of
the country’s own fossil energy sources;
generate additional pollutants and greenhouse gases due to the high levels of
consumption;
diminish oil exporting capacities and oil export revenues;
prevent cost-covering prices and profitability from environmentally friendly, renewable
energy sources;
are, after all, highly anti-social as they offer significantly more financial relief to the rich
who have a comparably higher energy consumption rate than the poor with their
comparably low energy consumption rate.

Iran’s energy policy has also suffered from the outset from the country’s institutionalized
parallel structures, competing responsibilities, and the lack of effective coordination.
14
15

Cf. Confederation of Iranian Industry (ed.), 2002: 4.
To be more precise: The rise in prosperity occurred in one section of the population. Per capita
income in Iran consistently dropped between 1976 and 1992 to half its value, and even in 2000 per
capita income was 39% less than its value in 1976 (cf. Confederation of Iranian Industry, 2002: 3).
At the same time, wealthy classes have emerged as a result of the unequal developments in
income which consume energy to an over proportional degree.
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Admittedly, major government institutions such as the oil ministry, the energy ministry and
the atomic energy agency have their functionally differing tasks, yet they also pursue differing
energy political objectives with all the disastrous consequences that these entail. Added to
this, there is a lack of coordination on energy policy with the ministries of trade, industry and
mining, transportation and housing. The national environmental organization which, given its
actual key task of protecting the environment by reducing energy pollutants, is also afforded
a high degree of responsibility, has fallen into the bad ways of the three aforementioned
major institutions and has de facto virtually no energy political competencies. Parallel
structures have especially emerged with regard to strategies for raising efficiency and to
renewable energy sources to the extent that these structures are paralyzing one another.
The oil and energy ministries, for example, have each founded their own departments for
raising the efficiency of energy consumption. Where renewable energy technologies are
concerned, the energy ministry, the atomic energy organization, the ministry of agriculture
and the organization for scientific research and technology are all performing their own
investment and research activities at the same time.16
Both structural problems − the problem of distorted pricing systems caused by subsidies and
the coordination problem − have been well known to the responsible authorities for some
time. They were even openly and critically been discussed during the Fourth National Energy
Conference in May 2003. Solutions were even drafted and proposed. On the one hand, the
energy consumption prices are to be raised gradually. On the other hand, the Iranian
government has since decided to set up an Energy Supreme Council to coordinate all of the
departments involved in energy. However, the success of these well-meant steps will largely
depend on having a binding common energy strategy for all of the institutions. However,
such a strategy does not yet appear to be in sight. It must therefore be feared that the
present uncoordinated policy, one which is geared to finding solutions short-term, and,
consequently the existing energy path will remain in force in the future.
Replacing Oil with Natural Gas: A Solution or a New Problem?
Iran has the fourth largest oil reserves in the world and is presently the second largest oil
producer in OPEC. The energy consumption pattern described in Chapter 1, together with its
negative features, has undoubtedly emerged primarily as a result of the country availing of
extensive amounts of its own fossil resources and of not having to earn foreign currency for
its energy consumption. Nevertheless, it was to be expected that, given the continued highenergy consumption growth rate, the domestic primary energy demand would soon devour
the country’s entire oil production and that the country’s oil exporting capacity and oil
revenues, as depicted in Fig. 5, would become fully depleted.

16

Cf. also Gharashi, 2003: 77.
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Fig. 5 Domestic Primary Energy Requirement and Crude Oil Production
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Source: Own calculation based on data provided by the Ministry of Energy, 2003. The Iranian energy
balance presented by the Ministry of Energy solely contains data on final energy
consumption. The primary energy consumption rate has been calculated under consideration
of the domestic production, export and import.

By way of avoiding the expected bottleneck, which would have grave consequences for
Iran’s government, the economy and society, only two alternatives were ever up for debate:
firstly, changing the energy consumption pattern, or, secondly, tapping new energy sources.
Iran opted for the second alternative because the country not only has oil but also the second
largest gas reserves in the world. Therefore, the production of natural gas was expanded at a
massive rate and the first steps were taken to convert domestic primary energy demand for
households and commerce, for industry and, above all, for the generation of electricity to
gas. In addition, a plan was conceived to convert the transportation sector to natural gas.
The share of natural gas in Iran’s primary energy demand consequently increased from a
moderate 14% in 1976 to 40% in 1998. Fig. 6 shows the structural changes in the country’s
domestic primary energy supply. In 2001, more natural gas was consumed than oil for the
first time in Iran’s history. As a result, natural gas has since overtaken crude oil as the
country’s most important domestic primary energy source.17

17

Torkan, 2003: 19.
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Fig. 6 Composition of Domestic Primary Energy Supply
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Source: Own calculations based on data provided by the Ministry of Energy, 2003.

By accelerating the expansion of natural gas production and its supply on the domestic
market, the country has succeeded in meeting the growing domestic primary energy demand
to date and, at the same time, also in maintaining its export share of oil production above the
level of 60%. For this reason, the accelerated extension of natural gas production has been
evaluated by the majority of Iran’s politicians and experts as a positive move.18 Nevertheless,
the question needs to be raised – and will be discussed at a later juncture – as to whether
stepping up the production of natural gas is a solution to or partially the problem behind
Iran’s present energy policy.
In order to maintain its oil exporting capacity without compromising its present energy
consumption pattern, it was necessary to replace oil as the primary energy for generating
electrical energy with natural gas. As can be seen in Tab. 3, the share of natural gas as the
primary energy source for producing electricity rose from 2.5% (1967) to over 70% (1988),
whilst the share of crude oil fell from 72% to 23%.

18

See contribution made by the director of the planning department in the oil ministry, Akbar Torkan,
2003; see also the contribution made by the director of the Institute for International Energy
Studies, Mehdi Assali, 2003, in: World Energy Council/National Energy Committee of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, 2003.
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Tab. 3

Primary Energy Sources of Electrical Energy in Iran

Primary
energy

1967
mboe

1988
%

mboe

%

Crude oil

2.90

72.50

42.06

23.22

Natural gas

0.10

2.50

128.10

70.73

Water

1.00

25.00

10.94

6.04

Total

4.00

100.00

181.10

100.00

Source: Ministry of Energy, 2003.

Electrically generated energy is usually the most expensive form of energy since the
production of electricity involves a series of complex process chains. At the same time, it is
linked to the highest forms of environmental impact, as the generation of one kilowatt hour of
electricity, on account of its low degree of efficiency of 30−40%, requires approx. three
kilowatt hours of primary energy which therefore also release three times more CO2 and
other pollutants than if oil or natural gas were to be used directly to generate other forms of
energy.19
Guidelines for Iran’s Current Energy Policy: In Summary
The issue of Iran’s guidelines for its energy policy can best be addressed by analyzing the
result of the developments that have taken place over the past few decades. A policy was
followed that essentially consisted of two objectives whereby each objective is intertwined
with the other: firstly, meeting the rising demand for energy in every sector of consumption by
raising the primary energy supply whilst maintaining the lowest prices possible, and,
secondly, upholding the country’s oil exporting capacity at a certain level. The diversification
of fossil-based primary energy supply and stepping up of natural gas production follow
exactly these objectives. The aim of satisfying the demand for energy to the highest degree
possible at minimal prices was doubtless responsible for the inefficient, energy-intensive
consumption patterns, as described in Chapter 1, which proved detrimental to the health of
the population and to the environment. This energy policy is not sustainable and is also the
decisive reason for

-

the wasteful and therefore non-sustainable consumer behavior;
the expansion of a transportation system geared to the private individual, which is equally
unsustainable and which industrialized nations would therefore seek to replace with
modern and sustainable systems, although this would not occur easily given the
enormous cost involved in changing the system.

The energy strategy previously pursued and the barriers described above, i.e. subsidizing
the consumption of fossil energy and the lack of an effective energy policy coordination,
seem to be responsible for the fact that new regenerative energy technologies could not gain
19

In 2000, for example, Iran needed over 180 mboe to generate 61 mboe, i.e. three times the fossilbased primary energy demand (see also Tables 2 and 3).
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a foothold in Iran as yet. The presently installed power of the Iranian wind energy plants, for
example, amounts to only approx. 10 MW. Further projects, like 120 wind energy plants with
a total power of 79 MW in the Gilan province, a wind farm with 23 MW in the Khorasan
province and a geothermal energy plant with 100 MW in the Ardabil province, are planned for
some years, however, their realization is progressing very slowly.
However, it is pleasant that many responsible politicians and experts in Iran have recognized
the dilemmas of Iran’s energy supply system and are making serious efforts to implement a
change. This was especially discernible at the Fourth National Energy Conference in May
2003. Both the keynote speech made by Iran’s minister of energy, Habibollah Bitaraf, in
opening the conference and the final communiqué issued by the conference itself are
testimony to the clear desire to effect change.20 In the final resolution, both the minister of
energy and the conference came out in favor of the principles of sustainable development
with the aim being to fight poverty and attain social equality in the present day as well as to
preserve the environment in the interests of future generations. The key cornerstones of the
communiqué for Iran’s future energy policy are as follows:

-

Oil products are to be replaced by natural gas in every sector whereby uppermost priority
is to be given to the transportation sector.
The energy pricing structure is to be reformed by amending and adjusting the
subsidization policies, ranging from price subsidies to purposeful subsidies.
The structures for the provision of oil, natural gas, and electricity are to be renewed by
enabling greater competition and closer means of cooperation within the private sector.
New engineering and scientific capacities are to be created in educational and research
institutes.
Comprehensive measures are to be taken to apply modern technologies to energy
utilization and to raise energy efficiency as well as to implement standards.
The doings of the Energy Supreme Council, as determined by the Iranian parliament, are
to begin forthwith with a view to coordinating every energy political activity in Iran.
A comprehensive energy plan for Iran is to be drafted with the cooperation of every
sector of the economy and taking environmental aspects into account whereby the plan
shall form the basis for determining long-term strategies.21

However, it is both striking and confusing that the conference communiqué makes no
reference to the status of renewable energy technologies in Iran’s future energy policy
although Iran’s minister of energy specifically underlined that the “expansion of renewable
energy sources such as hydro, wind and solar energy as well as geothermal energy all form
an additional part of Iran’s energy policy given their levels of profitability.“22

20
21
22

Bitaraf, 2003 and Communiqué of the Fourth National Energy Conference, 2003: 1.
ibid.
Bitaraf, 2003: 8.
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3.

Perspectives for a Sustainable Energy Policy

There is a perceptible change in awareness in Iran of the need for a new and sustainable
energy supply strategy. Even the steps recommended by the ministry of energy and the final
communiqué of the most recent National Energy Conference lean in this direction. However,
they might well prove to be insufficient or even ultimately result in the present energy
consumption pattern and the primary energy supply structure remaining in a slightly modified
form. Assuming that the uppermost energy political measures were to be realized over the
next ten years, namely that of largely replacing oil with natural gas in every sector of the
economy and society − a measure which is never the subject of dispute in Iran and is being
pushed on all sides − would Iran, in doing so, be able to put behind it its unsustainable past
measures and would the country then be on a path towards a sustainable energy policy? Of
course not, if, by doing so, the entire fossil-based primary energy supply continues to
increase as it has done to date, and if, as a result, the present vehicle fleet, for example,
doubles from approx. 3 million – of which 1.5 million are found in Teheran alone – to 6
million, or to 3 million in the case of Teheran. Although natural gas is clearly more
environmentally friendly than oil and oil-based products, the absolute amounts of pollutants
will continue to rise dramatically, the health of millions of people will be impaired even more
greatly than before, and even the CO2 emissions which cause global climate changes will
soar.
A policy of unbridled expansion of the fossil-based primary energy supply resulting from a
rise in the share of natural gas supply would most likely cement the present consumption
behavior, restrict the rise in energy efficiencies and energy savings measures, and
extrapolate into the future the current transportation network in Iran, which has been geared
towards expanding the road network and private transport, thereby defining the policy for
decades to come. It therefore becomes apparent that replacing oil with natural gas, which, if
analyzed selectively, may seem economically rational and ecologically meaningful, could well
overall prove to be the wrong path and result in irreparable consequences. On the other
hand, such a policy of replacement could easily make good sense providing that it is effected
as part of a long-term energy strategy, it meets the relevant criteria of sustainability and is
conceived as an integral part of such a strategy. However, no overall strategy of this kind is
in sight for Iran, or at least is not in sight yet. In the sections that follow, the principles, central
ideas, and elements for a sustainable energy strategy for Iran will be mapped out and
presented for discussion. They are oriented to the central issue of sustainable development.
They involve linking economic growth and economic development to overcoming poverty,
attaining a social balance and equality for today’s generations as well as preserving the
natural bases for life and therefore attaining equality for future generations. Based on this,
the following four central issues can be formulated as integral elements of a strategy of a
sustainable energy policy for Iran:
The Primacy of Politics
This is an indispensable requirement for restructuring Iran’s energy supply network and for
determining the binding conditions for all concerned. The liberalization process that has been
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triggered as a result of globalization pressure often gears itself against social and ecological
standards and sets of rules, that accentuate the social and ecological displacements,
including in the energy sector. This central issue does not contradict the need to optimize the
energy supply flows by creating more competition and extending the leeway for the private
sector.23
Shortening Development Paths
The technology and economic systems as well as the consumption pattern in industrialized
nations are, by and large, unsustainable, since the prosperity achieved in these countries,
which is currently at a very high level, serves to block sustainable development in developing
countries for ecological reasons. This prosperity is largely responsible, for example, for the
concentration of greenhouse gases which represent a danger to the earth’s climate. The
prosperity that has been gained in industrialized countries at the expense of the Third World
and future generations is equivalent to “ecological aggression” in the opinion of the Directors
of the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), Klaus Töpfer.24 Both the developing
countries and Iran have the historic opportunity to learn from the errors of the industrialized
nations and to avoid them wherever possible. There is no economically or ecologically
rational reason for developing countries to undergo every technological development stage
that the industrialized nations have gone through, nor to copy their highly centralized and
expensive energy supply systems and material and energy-intensive transportation systems.
Sustainable development in Iran especially means shortening the development paths by
bridging future-compliant technologies and systems, in other words, creating prosperity with
fewer human and natural resources in a shorter period of time which is of benefit to today’s
generations and does not compromise future generations. Iran still has good prospects for
achieving this.
Upper Limits for Fossil-based Primary Energies and for Expanding Renewable
Energies
Establishing upper limits for the supply of fossil-based primary energies in Iran is a strategic
goal that should determine the framework, the direction and the speed at which the change
in energy structure should take place. In doing so, the change in structure can be formed and
driven forward with a purpose, and, furthermore, it can set in motion an effective means of
coordination that transcends the sector and players at comparably low transaction cost.
Especially for a country like Iran, with its inefficient energy supply system, the establishment
of upper limits ought to prove to be a particularly efficient, macroeconomic top-down
objective that will enable the coordination of otherwise awkward, paralyzing bottom-up
structures to be implemented and barriers to be overcome.

23

24

During a scenario study which looked into reducing greenhouse gases in Iran, the authors came to
the conclusion that “technological and ecological instruments are most likely to produce more
effective results than economic instruments. ... Economic measures alone will not suffice to
diminish pollutants; they must be accompanied by measures prescribed by technology and
ecology“. Rahimi/Karbassi/Abbaspour, 2003.
Töpfer, Klaus, 2003.
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In doing so, it is completely realistic to expect that the growth rate of the fossil-based energy
supply could be moderately decelerated and that in the time period between 2004−2024
(1380−1400 according to the Iranian calendar), for example, it could be frozen at the level
presently achieved. This objective is not only necessary for ecological and social reasons in
line with the criteria of sustainability but also possible and meaningful from an economic point
of view: Amory Lovins and Peter Hennicke have furnished convincing proof in their scenario
entitled “Factor Four Strategy for a Future-Compliant Energy Policy“ that it is technologically
and economically possible to reduce the present consumption of fossil-based primary energy
worldwide to a quarter of the current level without compromising prosperity and taking into
account a globally just distribution and additional requirements in the developing countries as
well as fully relinquishing nuclear energy.25 Given the over-proportionally high energy
intensity, it can be presumed that Iran even has a factor-six or even factor-eight strategy.
This means that Iran’s gross domestic product can be raised six- or eight-fold on the basis of
the current fossil-based primary energy supply and on account of the considerable energy
efficiency and savings potential.
This strategic objective creates the beneficial pressure for utilizing energy savings potentials
for households and commerce, in the transportation sector and in industry. It also generates
the pressure required to efficiently coordinate the energy policy. Not even the prospect of
replacing oil and oil-based products with natural gas, a measure that in its present, selective
form – as described in Chapter 2 – does not represent a suitable solution, gains a positive
standing within this holistic strategy in economic and ecological terms. This strategic goal
also favors the framework conditions for extending environmentally-friendly, renewable
energy sources, the use of which is only in the initial stages in Iran.26 Not least of all, this
objective also represents, on the one hand, an indispensable contribution to restricting
pollutants and their disastrous consequences for the health of the population in conurbations
and to avoiding significant follow-up costs for the national economy which would be levied on
future generations in Iran, and, on the other hand, to reducing CO2 emissions and averting
the economic and social costs for present and future generations around the globe.
Amendment of Subsidization Policy
Wrong developments occur through subsidization; however, they can also eliminate wrong
developments again. To achieve this, the goals of the energy subsidization policy in Iran
would need to be redefined to tally with the principles of sustainability. This would entail
gradually reducing the subsidization of energy prices whilst phasing in direct subsidies (a) for
disadvantaged social groups, with the aim of raising their level of prosperity despite rising
energy prices, (b) for the industrial sectors that produce basic foodstuffs, (c) for
disadvantaged regions in Iran and (d) for renewable energy sources.

25
26

Lovins/Hennicke, 1999.
Parallel to this, a global strategy of establishing upper limits for fossil-based energy sources would
appear to be both a meaningful and realizable means of sustaining a global energy supply. Cf. also
Massarrat, 2003.
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Whilst the strategic objective of limiting fossil-based primary energy supplies sets the
macroeconomic framework for an energy supply that is sustainable since, as a result, the
principle of equality between generations is taken into account, the energy and income flows
between social groups, between conurbations and wealthy regions on the one hand, and the
depopulated and poor regions, on the other, could be controlled by the change in direction
and objectives of the subsidization policy so that the social balance could be promoted in the
present generations and at the same time the possibility of future technologies being
implemented in lieu of outmoded technological systems could be raised.
Some Sustainability Rules for Structural Change
Macroeconomic framework conditions and strategies are decisive if a change in a system is
to be effected; however, they also need to be supported at micro level by the relevant
strategies, paths and instruments. The following represents some select rules for effecting a
change in the system at micro level which are being put forward for discussion in addition to
the basic principles at macro level that have been mentioned above:
(a) Gradual change in the transportation system where long-distance traffic is concerned,
from road to rail traffic in accordance with the rule: use as much rail-bound traffic as possible
and as little road traffic as absolutely necessary27; and gradual change in the system, even in
conurbations, from private to public transport, whereby here, too, as much public transport as
possible should be used and as little private transport as absolutely necessary.
(b) Use electrical energy exclusively for the generation of light and to run electric motors,
but not to generate heat.

4.

Iran’s Atomic Energy Program: Motives and Alternatives

Iran’s atomic energy policy has been the focal point of international discussion since spring
2003 when the United States suspected that the Iranian government was seeking to acquire
the means to enrich uranium and therefore build atomic bombs. The Iranian government has
persistently rejected such claims, insisting that Iran’s atomic energy program is a peaceful
initiative, and has highlighted its willingness to adhere to the regulations of the NonProliferation Treaty (NPT). With the European Union mediating between the Iranian
government and the International Atomic Energy Organization (IAEO) late October 2003,
Iran agreed to grant the IAEO full access to all of its atomic plants. For the time being, this
has managed to avert a further escalation of the standoff between Iran and the IAEO.
However, there can be no doubt that the Iranian government on the one hand, and the
United States on the other continue to pursue differing goals with respect to atomic energy.
The United States is eager to fully shut down Iran’s atomic energy program irrespective of
the question of international law and has made every effort over the past few years to
prevent two atomic power stations from being constructed in Bushir by pressuring Russia,
27

For articles on the rail-bound transportation systems for sustainable development in Iran, cf. the
informative study performed by Forusandeh/Sadeghzadeh, 2003.
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the country building these power stations. To date, Iran has left no-one in doubt that it
intends to realize its own atomic energy program. Both sides are quite clearly looking to
achieve objectives which differ from those presented so far. The Iranians are not solely
concerned with the issue of how to secure their energy supply for the future. However, the
United States and also the remaining states in the western hemisphere, including those in
the European Union, are not only concerned about the Non-Proliferation Treaty being
observed. The aim of this chapter is to throw light on the most important motives for and
against Iran’s atomic energy program before discussing alternative means of settling the
conflict which could come to a head at any time in the future.

Relevance of the Atomic Energy Program for Iran’s Future Energy Supply
Two atomic power stations are currently being constructed in Bushir, each of which has a
power station output of 1300 MW. The first reactor is expected to go into service in 2004.
Further reactors are to be built with a view to extending Iran’s nuclear power station capacity
to 6000 MW overall in the long run. According to the Director of the Iranian Atomic Energy
Agency, Vice-President Reza Aghazadeh, the following factors are decisive: (a) Given the
growing demand for energy and the lack of fossil energy forms, the energy supply needs to
become diversified. (b) Oil exporting capacity and revenue from foreign currency must be
maintained. (c) Preservation of the environment and climate.28 These motives, which
represent the official stance of the Atomic Energy Agency, are not convincing from an energy
policy point of view, neither in terms of a long-term energy supply strategy nor for the
immediate future, for the following reasons:
(a) Iran has significant capacities of renewable energy sources at its disposal, especially
wind and solar energy. All three of the objectives put forward to justify the need for atomic
energy, i.e. diversification, safeguarding of foreign currency revenue through oil, and the
preservation of the environment and climate, can be attained to a far greater degree in the
long run by making full use of the country’s wind and solar energy and also by utilizing other
technologies such as fuel cell and hydrogen technology whilst at the same time avoiding new
potential hazards for the environment and many future generations which would result from
using nuclear energy.
(b) Even today, renewable energy technologies are a lucrative economic alternative in Iran
if the subsidies for fossil energy are cut. Where fossil fuel sources in Iran may be depleted
and, accordingly, prices inevitably rise, the economic profitability of renewable energy
technologies also increases, whilst atomic energy would, in the future, most likely remain the
most expensive energy generation technology as a result of the sizeable capital
requirements involved, the long planning and building times and the high external costs
related to atomic waste. The use of atomic energy has ground to a halt throughout the world
while, in many countries, the utilization of renewable energy sources is forging ahead. As the
third largest industrialized nation in the world and a major exporter of nuclear technology,
Germany does not have any oil or gas resources of its own and therefore imports all of its oil
28

Aghazadeh, 2003.
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and gas. Despite this, Germany − with the consensus of the atomic energy industry − will
phase out entirely its atomic energy by the year 2020. In mid November 2003, the first
German nuclear power plant was shut down. At the same time, there is a great agreement to
quickly increase the share of renewable energies. In the meantime, Germany generates over
10% of its electricity through wind energy plants.
(c) Even with regard to the immediate future of Iran’s electricity supply, power plants
running on natural gas and, above all, combined heat and power plants, are significantly
superior to atomic energy technologies. In comparison, they can be installed with
considerably less capital and in less time. In the period between 1990 and 2000, the country
doubled its installed output from power stations running on primary fossil energy from
approx. 14,000 to approx. 28,000 MW. At present, Iran plans to build another five power
plants to run on natural gas; some are scheduled to go into service shortly and others are yet
to be built.29 The mere fact that, in just a few years, 1.5 times more natural gas-based power
station output can be installed than the long-term intended atomic energy output level of
6,000 MW – whereby the question remains whether or not this goal can actually be achieved
– shows that, for Iran, atomic energy does not represent a convincing alternative to power
generation, especially since the Atomic Energy Organization merely perceives the
environmentally questionable and financially expensive project itself as a way of plugging a
potential energy gap in the country’s grid.
(d) Furthermore, the contribution expected to be made from atomic energy, i.e. 2.600 MW
and later 6.000 MW, can most effectively be rendered superfluous by reducing the energy
intensity by utilizing more rationally the existing power station capacity at less capital
expenditure. As shown in Chapter 1, the energy savings potential in Iran is also significant in
the electricity sector. Raising efficiency is the cheapest and most environmentally friendly
means of securing Iran’s supply of electricity long term without any need to expand on the
number of fossil-run power plants.
(e) Energy experts in Iran concur for the most part that atomic energy is not a suitable way
of plugging the gap in Iran’s energy demand. At the Fourth National Energy Conference held
in Teheran in May 2003, atomic technology was afforded little significance on this issue. It
would appear that solely Iran’s Atomic Energy Organization sees any form of legitimacy for
the country’s energy policy in the atomic energy program.

Technology Policy and Security Policy Background to the Atomic Energy Program
Among Iran’s elite and beyond any party-political affiliation, the view held by the majority is
that atomic technology is a key technology and that mastering such technology is
indispensable for a country such as Iran, regardless of its energy political relevance for the
industrialization and modernization of the country. Besides this fundamental view, security
policy motives are also crucial factors in gaining the broad acceptance of every political
29

The combined heat and power plant in Damavand is in the process of being built and will have an
output of 2,900 MW. Other power plants are scheduled to be constructed in Zanjan (4,000 MW),
Khorammabad (1,000 MW) as well as in Mashhad and Kashan (each with 500 MW).
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tendency within Iran for the country’s atomic energy program. Iran is said to be a strategically
important power in the region. Pakistan, Iran’s neighbor to the east, is already said to be an
atomic power. Iraq, which neighbors Iran on the west, is said to have used chemical
weapons during the Iran-Iraq war (1980−1988). Israel is said to be the strongest military
power and the only atomic power in the Middle East and therefore is said to represent the
greatest threat to Iran. The current security policy asymmetry can therefore only be
eliminated, so the argument goes, if Iran gains possession of its own nuclear weapons
systems.
By taking this stance, the Iranian elite both in the government and the opposition is basically
following the internationally widespread doctrine known as the Balance of Power. As long as
the existing power asymmetry in the Middle East continues to run in favor of Israel, it is to be
expected that many countries, not just Iran, will seek to gain possession of ABC weapons in
the future. According to a report in The Guardian, Saudi-Arabia has also long considered this
alternative.30 The nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968 cannot thwart the desire of the
Islamic-Arabic states in the Middle East, especially since the atomic powers, most notably
the USA itself, do not meet their contractual obligations under Article VI of the Treaty since,
rather than reducing their stock of ABC weapons, they are actually expanding their
arsenals.31 It is evident that, in strongly criticizing Iran’s atomic energy program, the United
States is less concerned with any international treaties being observed but primarily with
unilaterally cementing the hegemony of Israel and upholding the asymmetric balance of
power in the Middle East. Whilst the European Union is against any military action being
taken by the USA or Israel against Iran’s nuclear plants, action which has evidently been
planned,32 and instead has called for a peaceful settlement to the conflict by entering into
talks with the Iranian government, in the final analysis, the European Union has, to date,
equally failed to present a credible security policy option to overcoming the fundamental
dilemma of the existing security policy asymmetry that is prevalent in the Middle East.33

Security Policy Alternatives
It is naïve and single-minded for the international community not to take seriously Iran’s and
other Middle East states’ security interest in wanting to protect themselves against the threat
from Israel. The European Union’s focus on Iran’s armament programs as the sole problem
30
31

32
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See also Grobe, 2003.
Article VI of the Treaty states: “Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue negotiations
in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date
and to nuclear disarmament, and on a Treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict
and effective international control.“ Rotblat, Joseph, 2003.
The Los Angeles Times ran a report early August 2003 about a “CIA contingency plan” involving
military attacks on Iran’s nuclear plants (Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung of 3 August 2003). In addition
to this, suspicions were being raised in the media that Israel was preparing a military attack on
Iranian nuclear plants and also intended to use nuclear submarines in the process among other
things. Cf. Frankfurter Rundschau of 14 October 2003.
In a study carried out in Berlin by Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, a foundation for knowledge and
politics with close ties to the German government, the overall moderate recommendations on the
conflict with Iran boiled down to “avoiding the nuclear armament of Iran at all costs” (Thränert,
2003: 6), without really taking into account the core problem of the region’s asymmetry.
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is insufficient and not believable. Instead, what is needed are credible answers to the present
also threats and military power asymmetries; answers which will encourage stable
relationships in the Greater Middle and Near East.
The “balance of power” security concept did not defuse, but rather intensified conflicts
throughout the world. In the Middle East, this strategy has resulted in both a huge
armaments race in the last 30 years, as well as three Gulf Wars: the Iran-Iraq War from
1980−1988, the Kuwait War in 1991, and the Iraq War in 2003. The continuation of this
strategy in the field of atomic energy in Iran will have two negative consequences: first, it will
not lead to a long-term improvement in Iran’s security situation; second, it will lead to a shortterm armaments race in weapons of mass destruction and will provoke Israel and the USA to
engage in more preventative wars. In addition, this strategy required that enormous material
and human resources remained tied up in the military branch. This slowed the increase in
living standards and blocked badly-needed economic and political reforms.
For these reasons, the prospect of a common security network for Iran and other weak states
in the region gains relevance as a legitimate alternative. Such a security network would be
based on disarmament and cooperation and modeled after the European Conference for
Security and Cooperation (ECSC). This is the only prospect which offers the possibility of
improving the long-term security and political situation in the Middle and Near East, and at
the same time preventing a regional armaments race as well as new wars and conflicts.
Decades of instability, the threat of war and intervention, and the armaments race could
finally be turned into a prospect for disarmament, increased stability, and the willingness of
peoples in the region to live peacefully together. A political program which forcefully pursues
this prospect could help Iran become an economically strong, peaceful power in the region.
However, this requires the will on the part of Iran to follow this path; it requires endurance
and optimism, tenacity and trust-building measures. Other nations must do their part as well;
a new political orientation in Iran must be complemented and supported by the international
community, especially the European Union.
The reform movement in Iran took a step in the right direction when an effective policy of
détente with neighboring states was undertaken. This policy must be further developed
conceptually, and placed in an expanded regional framework for Security and Cooperation in
the Middle and Near East. Trust-building measures are an integral part of this, for example:
a) unilateral renouncement of the development and deployment of weapons of mass
destruction, b) the offer to sign separate non-aggression treaties with all states in the region,
c) the organization of regional conferences on disarmament and cooperation with the goal of
creating a Middle and Near East free of weapons of mass destruction.
The internally-led process of re-orienting the security policy of the Middle and Near East
must be vigorously supported externally, above all by the European Union. After all, the
Middle and Near East is strategically important for the future of Europe, and through a policy
re-orientation, the prospects for democratization, long-lasting peace and the solution of a
number of cross-border conflicts would noticeably increase – conflicts such as the IsraelPalestinian conflict, the Kurdistan question, and current border disputes concerning the use
of water and energy resources.
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